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Details of Visit:

Author: pbear
Location 2: Bounds Green
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 2 Mar 2010 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.magichandsmassage4you.co.uk
Phone: 07990703668

The Premises:

Place is easy to find and just down from Bound Green Station. Easy parking at this time of day, not
sure about later. Felt safe and very nice road.

The Lady:

Ivon... Wow.
Slim, petite, nice breasts, nice smile, warm and friendly. Guessing about 5ft 4" approx small frame.
Sex on legs!
Not shown on web site but I think that it needs an update as others shown are not all still working
there.

The Story:

I had been here in late December just before Christmas and seen another girl and I will
retrospectively report on her later.

Ivon is just the sort of girl I find really attractive. Small, slim, nice breasts. Not sure of breast size but
they were big enough and natural, but not too big. Not small either. Great body indeed.

Magic Hands has been reported on here in the past. It is not for full on intercourse it is, as reported
previous, a rub and tugg... I love that expression..

Ivon is great at massage. Not the best but pretty good. She really got into this. Not full on body to
body massage but close to.. as she was massaging I was running my hands up and down her legs,
when they were in range :-) and they are amazing. I wanted to, at this point, ask her to jump
onboard but they dont do that, or I dont think that they do. She is soooo sexy.
Closer to the happy ending I tunred over and was allowed to play in the garden and have to say her
fruit are wonderful, upstairs and downstairs. Such an amazing turn on.

I really wanted to pay some extra, for some extras, at this point but on this occasion I just went with
the flow.

What a girl.. I have thought about this hour, on numerious occasions since and have a smile on my
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face recounting the story.

I would definately go back and I am sure, sooner rather than later. Pay day treat.

I gave her a fair sized tip at the end of this as well.... Taken by the moment..!!

Not cheap when you think that you can have a full on experience in other places for this or less, but
it was a quality hour...

Would definately say give it a go... May bump into your there next time :-)
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